Other obligatory ISP items:
a) Every student attending full-time study shall state into his ISP in what form their
scientific and research activities are going to be, respectively in what projects the
student intends to participate, all of this depending on an arrangement with the
supervisor and the guarantor of the program. The involvement in projects represents
not only an educational benefit but also a supplementing income in the form of
scholarships,
etc.
b) The anticipated publications of the student must be added into an ISP section
of student´s duties´ overview as well. For the full-time students, three publications at
minimum are prescribed, but may be even more according to the supervisor´s
requirements, primarily with respect to the dissertation topic (a book, a chapter of book,
a journal article or possibly a conference paper – from the point of view of evaluation
of scientific impact, the publications registered in the databases Web of Science and
SCOPUS are considered the most valuable). There is no need to specify the publications
in advance by their topic or media and the year of realization is up to the agreement of
the student and the supervisor. The first publication gives rise to a claim for a bonus
component of doctoral scholarship; in case of significant foreign publications a grant of
extraordinary scholarship is conceivable.
c) Along with the publication, the basic form of presenting student´s scientific
findings is the active attendance to conferences, three at minimum as well. The
conferences do not have to be necessarily specified.
d) Students in the full-time study form may also engage in teaching, usually during
the second or later year of studies. However, this is also depending on the agreement
with the supervisor and the guarantor of the program who would have to mediate the
pedagogical activity.
e) According to the currently approved accreditation, the doctoral studies shall also
comprise a foreign overlap. For this purpose, the faculty secures a wide range of
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financial resources. Students of the full-time study form are obliged to spend at least
one month abroad. This may concern a stay within the program Erasmus+ in duration
of either one or two semesters as well as a stay based on interuniversity or interfaculty
agreements. In order to increase flexibility, the faculty is willing to finance even shorter
stays. In the ISP, students may also state their participation at foreign conferences, even
if it was a passive participation.
For students in the combined study form everything stated above applies
reasonably, i.e. the involvement in the projects is well recommended, though it is
derived from the possibilities of the doctoral student and the supervisor. Two
publications at minimum are prescribed, but may be even more based on the
arrangement with the supervisor, again primarily regarding the topic of the dissertation.
Apart from the presentation of own research in writing, it is also obligatory to commit
to at least two conference performances. The interaction with abroad is a necessity,
nevertheless, not only educational and research stays are accounted but also shorter
stays are, as well as participation in foreign conferences etc. The ISP which does not
contain the list of anticipated publications, conferences and a stay abroad cannot
be approved.

